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(The second edition, the tenth chapter, ‗Sri Babaji Maharaj‘ of the book 

‘The Mother’s Manifestation’ is offered at the lotus Feet of The Mother and Sri 

Aurobindo on the occasion of His 148
th

 birth anniversary, 15.08.2020.)  

 

The Editor‘s Note 
Tradition speaks if one concentrates on written truth of Shastra then that 

exercise is the sattwic action of a traditional Brahmin Soul force. Integral Yoga 

little enlarges and modifies this understanding. If one will read or study Shastras 

or Their Teachings, then that exercise followed by restlessness and fatigue is 

identified as tamaso-sattwic action. If he will translate
10

 them into mother tongue 

or restate
11

 them through formulation of mind and intellect then that exercise is 

identified as sincere sattwic action. If he will receive overhead Spiritual support 

for above two actions after (prolonged) concentration, contemplation and 

meditation, then that exercise is identified as Divine action from higher planes of 

Consciousness. In the passage of time he waits till sattwic mind‘s construction and 

its constant element of falsity, half light, half truth and limitations are replaced by 

the higher and wider creative knowledge from within and above. His persistent 

effort to reveal immortal Words,
12

 arrive at their perfection, when all his wisdom 

is a dictation, command and adesh from the Supreme alone. Thus a Sadhaka of 
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integral Yoga becomes accountable in his thought and action to himself, world and 

the Divine and he traces a Spiritual path of his own. 

 

Before making any effort of giving these Teachings
24

 to others as a part of 

his action of self-expansion, if he will practice, live and realise them as action of 

self-concentration, then that exercise is identified as acceleration of movement of 

Consciousness, greater sacrifice and perfectly augmented sincere Divine action. A 

Sadhaka of integral Yoga is primarily a radiator of Light and Love, a Spiritual 

Presence, an effective mastery and control over the minds of men and workings of 

executive Nature and secondarily a Teacher, Exemplar, Instructor of fellow 

brothers and preoccupied in doing good of all creatures.    

 

The principal Teaching, The Synthesis of Yoga, insists liberated Souls to 

serve humanity by becoming impersonal ‗Divine Centre‘
5
 of the world. Each 

member/inmate of the ideal Divine Centre is linked inwardly only with the Divine 

who is firstly Impersonal, secondly Personal and thirdly Transcendent (This 

chemistry for developing Soul is little altered for developed Soul where Divine is 

primarily personal dual embodiment of the Divine, secondarily Impersonal Divine 

pursued through Jnana Yoga and lastly transcendent of the both.) and outwardly 

only with its Soul Centre. It may be noted that the former and the latter condition 

are complementary to each other and without realising former condition it is 

difficult to realise the latter. Or the collectivity, the multiple liberating Souls, the 

spoke, the radiating bar is rightly and strongly connected to the wheel, the Divine 

Centre and its nave, the Central representative, the individual liberated Soul 

centre
13

 consciously governed by the Infinite, whose Spiritual evolution in an 

unchanged environmental existence is intensified to experience the double 

movement of Divine union through ascent of Soul and transformation of nature 

through descent of Shakti. The circle without circumference or the wheel with 

limitless circumference is identified as the all-inclusive Divine who is having 

strong subtle link with the wheel, the nave and the spoke. An ideal and strong 

Divine centre is practicable if the collectivity, the Soul centre and the Divine are 

linked with each other from past births and the present birth is a continuation of 

the unfinished Mission and half done work. Its sole objective is to become a 

bridge through which the opulence and splendour of eternally unmanifest world 

will invade into earthly manifestation of recalcitrant, dark, sorrowful and ignorant 

material world.  

 

Again the swift Spiritual evolution of earth is dependent on the quantum of 

Spiritual energy descending to earth‘s atmosphere through its multiple Soul 

centres. These energy centres through their invisible movement of Divine 

Consciousness known as inner aid, will generalise Spirituality into receptive 

humanity. They hold together the race, lokasangraha, through their Spiritual 

influence, movement of Consciousness and Divine work; they can control the 
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course of world events through reversal of Consciousness and canalise vast Truth-

Light for earth and men. They accumulate Spiritual energy, keep firm faith in the 

Divine Grace and do not recoil from life during fiercest adverse pressure, worst 

stumbling and the most prolonged failure. 

 

Integral Yoga foresees the emergence of collective group with one liberated 

Soul at its centre, known as „Divine Centre,‟
13

 or collective group with few or 

more than one liberated Soul, known as „Gnostic Centre‟
14

 or Centre without 

Soul Centre/Central Representative, known as ‗priestless shrine‘
18

 where all are 

liberated souls, identified as ‗virgin bridals of the dawn‘
15

 symbolising purity of 

collective living or ‗citizens of that mother state‘
16

 symbolising selfless Spiritual 

fosterers or ‗nude god-children‘
22

 who ‗steeped existence in their youth of soul.‘
23

 

The action of the Divine Mother in a rare ‗Priestless shrine‘ will be persuasion of 

the Divine in isolation,
19

 alone,
20

 without the aid of collectivity
21

 and the flow of 

the Transcendent and Universal Divine Love will be further extended through 

‗seven-fold personal Divine love.‘
4
 
 

 

For manifestation and integration of Her Consciousness, this book has 

taken symbolically the specialised Divine Call of eight of Her Spiritually 

established children, who are also Sri Aurobindo’s disciples. They had summed up 

in themselves all their ‗best and completest possibilities‘
1
 and poured them out on 

their surrounding or they had accepted the difficult task to call down the Mother’s 

Consciousness to the nether earth and met Ignorance, Falsehood, Suffering and 

Death in abundance. It has dealt affirmatively with the problem of reconciliation 

they had witnessed while integrating the mutually opposite Karma, Jnana and 

Bhakti Yoga and the problem of transformation they had suffered while inverting 

the apex Consciousness towards the recalcitrant earth Nature. While carefully 

observing the finest part of their sacrificial action, this book has identified them as 

the best Souls of earth,
17

 ancient Vedantic Integral Sadhakas, Spiritual Teachers, 

selfless Spiritual Fosterers and secondary Sources of living Emanations and 

conscious Force. Their eight-fold exclusive Divine Calls are identified, reconciled 

and accepted here as the basis of receiving their Spiritual help and means of 

persuasion of integral Yoga.  

 

Sri Babaji Maharaj’s 112
th

 birth anniversary is incidentally celebrated in 

this month, 14.08.2020. The objective of this paper is to link his Renunciation, 

tyaga, and self-control, samyama of Jnana/Sankhya/Buddhi Yoga with sacrificial 

action of Karma Yoga and to reconcile Purusha Yajna of Karma Yoga with 

Prakriti Yajna of Japa Yoga, which received large Divine support in holding 

together the devotees of Orissa and created an opportunity for all to rightly 

participate in the Divine action of Self-expansion and self-concentration.  

 

OM TAT SAT 
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2: CWSA/22/The Life Divine-1069,  
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comrade and boy-Play-fellow, blissful servitude to God the Master, rapturous love 
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hast thou no need of any heaven and thou exceedest the emancipation of the 

Adwaitin.‖ SABCL/17/The Hour of God-137 (Above Aphorism hints that seven-

fold personal relation with the Divine in Psychic and Supramental plane of an 

integral Yogi is more precious than the realisation of impersonal Divine in 

Spiritual plane of the Adwaitin.), ―(The Divine is) the perfect Personality capable 

of all relations even to the most human, concrete and intimate; for he is friend, 

comrade, lover, playmate, guide, teacher, master, ministrant of knowledge or 

ministrant of joy, yet in all relations unbound, free and absolute. This too the 

divinised man becomes in the measure of his attainment...‖  CWSA/19/Essays on 
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game, an absolute Master of his being, his soul‘s Beloved and Lover. All (the 

seven-fold personal) relations known to human personality are there in the soul‘s 

contact with the Divine; but they rise towards super human levels and compel him 

(a Sadhaka) towards a divine nature.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-129, 

5: ―There must be, (1) first, the effort towards at least an initial and enabling self-

transcendence and contact with the Divine; (2) next, the reception of that which 

transcends, that with which we have gained communion, into ourselves for the 

transformation of our whole conscious being; (3) last, the utilisation of our 

transformed humanity as a divine centre in the world... But in proportion as this 

contact establishes itself, the sadhaka must become conscious that a force other 

than his own, a force transcending his egoistic endeavour and capacity, is at work 

in him and to this Power he learns progressively to submit himself and delivers up 

to it the charge of his Yoga. In the end his own will and force become one with the 

higher Power; he merges them in the divine Will and its transcendent and 

universal Force. He finds it thenceforward presiding over the necessary 

transformation of his mental, vital and physical being with an impartial wisdom 

and provident effectivity of which the eager and interested ego is not capable. It is 

when this identification and this self-merging are complete that the divine centre 

in the world is ready.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-58-59, 

10: ―The best thing is for them to translate for themselves. That‘s the best way of 

reading; when you really want to understand a book, you should translate it.‖ The 

Mother‘s Agenda-5/151, ―In fact, if we wanted to be really good, we would try to 

translate the whole of Savitri, wouldn‘t we? What we are doing now with the end 
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[book-X], we would do with all the rest. There is a part I tried to translate all 

alone, but it would be fun to do it together. We could try. Not for publication! 

Because there is immediately a debasing: everything that is published is debased, 

otherwise people don‘t understand. We would do it for ourselves.‖ The Mother‘s 

Agenda-6/237, (The above passage hints that translations and restatement of 

Spiritual documents should be utilised for sadhana through self-concentration 

rather than motive of self-expansion through publication.) 

11: ―An integral and synthetic Yoga…embraces the knowledge received from the 

past, it seeks to organise anew for the present and the future. An absolute liberty of 

experience and of the restatement of knowledge in new terms and combinations is 

the condition of its self-formation.‖ CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-56, ―…all 

truth and practice too strictly formulated becomes old and loses much, if not all, of 

its virtue; it must be constantly renovated by fresh streams of the spirit revivifying 

the dead or dying vehicle and changing it, if it is to acquire a new life.‖ CWSA-

23/The Synthesis of Yoga-5, 

12: ―These were two sentences I wrote yesterday by a kind of absolute necessity. 

The first, as though the power of the prayer would not be complete unless it were 

traced on paper. The second, as though the stability of the experience could not be 

had unless I unburdened my mind of it by noting it down in writing.‖ The 

Mother/Prayers & Meditations/17
th

 May, 1914, 

13: ―If the human individual Thou hast chosen as Thy centre of action and Thy 

intermediary meets with few obstacles, few misunderstandings and little hatred, it 

means that Thou has entrusted to him a limited mission without any intensity. It is 

in the narrow circle of already prepared men of goodwill that he will act and not 

upon the chaotic and confused mass of terrestrial substance.‖ The Mother/Prayers 

& Meditations/15
th

 November, 1914, ―This tapas is the will of the transcendent 

spirit who creates the universal movement, of the universal spirit who supports 

and informs it, of the free individual spirit who is the soul centre of its 

multiplicities.‖ CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-675,   

14: ―But if an entire reliance upon the guiding Light and Will and a luminous 

expression of the truth of the Spirit in life are to be the law, that would seem to 

presuppose a gnostic world, a world in which the consciousness of all its beings 

was founded on this basis; there it can be understood that the life-interchange of 

gnostic individuals in a gnostic community or communities would be by its very 

nature an understanding and harmonious process.‖ CWSA/22/The Life Divine-

1099, ―An enlarged and illumined consciousness is possible that shall make of him 

a liberated spirit and a perfected force — and, if spread beyond the individual, it 

might even constitute a divine humanity or else a new, a supramental and therefore 

a superhuman race.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-90, 

15: Savitri-401, 

16: Savitri-262, 

17: ―The best, the individuals who are in advance of the general line and above the 

general level of the collectivity, are the natural leaders of mankind, for it is they 
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who can point to the race both the way they must follow and the standard or ideal 

they have to keep to or to attain. But the divinised man is the Best in no ordinary 

sense of the word and his influence, his example must have a power which that of 

no ordinarily superior man can exercise.‖ CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-138, 

18: ―(Savitri is) A single lamp lit in perfection‘s house, 

A bright pure image in a priestless shrine,  

Midst those encircling lives her spirit dwelt,                                                                

Apart in herself until her hour of fate.‖ Savitri-368, 

19: ―In solitude greatened her human hours‖ Savitri-14,  

―Are we (Savitri and Satyavan) not they who bore vast solitude  

Seated upon the hills alone with God?‖ Savitri, Book-10, Canto-3, 

20: ―A lonely soul passions for the Alone‖ Savitri-632, 

―The soul that can live alone with itself meets God;‖ Savitri-460, 

―In the dim Night it (Savitri‘s heart) lies alone with God.‖ Savitri-635, 

―Lonely his (King Aswapati‘s) days and splendid like the sun‘s.‖ Savitri-45, 

21: ―No human aid can reach her in that hour,... 

And no human strength can hinder or can help.‖ Savitri-461-62, 

22: Savitri-126, 

23: Savitri-127, 

24: ―A TEACHING can be profitable only if it is perfectly sincere, that is, if it is 

lived while it is being given, and words often repeated, thoughts expressed 

frequently can no longer be sincere...‖ The Mother/Prayers and Meditations-12
th

 

January, 1914, 

 

 

 

Sri Babaji Maharaj 
 

―Sri Aurobindo has come to tell us: It is not necessary to leave the earth to 

find the Truth, it is not necessary to leave life to find one‘s soul, it is not necessary 

to give up the world or to have limited beliefs in order to enter into relation with 

the Divine. The Divine is everywhere, in everything, and if He is hidden... it is 

because we do not take the trouble to discover Him.‖
94 

The Mother 

―Consciousness develops best through work done as offering to the Divine. 

Indolence and inaction lead to tamas: That is a fall into unconsciousness, it is 

contrary to all progress and light. 

To overcome one‘s ego, to live only in the service of the Divine—that is 

the ideal and the shortest way towards acquiring true consciousness.‖
73 

The Mother 
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Sri Babaji Maharaj 

 

Savitri book defines that those who enter higher planes of Consciousness 

are simple
93

 and simplest are they those who are most united with the Divine. The 

sylvan ascetic simplicity of the Satyavan met the simplicity of high-bred golden 

maiden, Savitri, in their hearts‘ secret chamber creating God‘s celestial moment in 

earthly life. This holding together of Ishwara and Shakti within had made Sri 

Babaji Maharaj’s life and action out and out simple. 

 

He rose from a status of realised ascetic to integral Yogi, or Soul‘s union 

with the Supreme was further integrated to the status of universalised individual. 

He was able to conquer the heart and mind of the devotees of Orissa through his 

simple conviction, Spiritual Influence and Divine action. The literal meaning of 

his name is that an ascetic, Babaji, turned into a King, Samrat, Maharaj, 

expanding his Spiritual empire within and without through persistent effort, 

askesis and consecration. 

 

He traced his own Spiritual path during his early ascetic life to experience 

the Divine in the form of Rama or Sitaram through the Shastra Ramacharita 

Manas and maintained the same faith throughout his life towards his long journey 

to ultimate extended Divine realisation of complete Avatara, Mirarabindo and 

transformation of cells. This realisation is the recovery of truth of himself by self-

knowledge and self-realisation, the emergence of the Infinite in Being, infinite in 

Consciousness and infinite in Delight repossessed as his own Self and Reality of 

which his body is only a pedestal and his vital and mental are only instruments for 

various expression and manifestation. His experience of transformation of cells is 
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to maintain a Divine Consciousness to remould the body and this external 

transformation of cells is never realised in the past aeons and yet this experience is 

intended as future victorious achievement of God in humanity. It is an exceedingly 

good fortune for the devotees of Orissa to meet him who ‗has realised or 

becoming That‘
2 

and opened for them the possibility to repeat the realisation of 

similar manifestation. His Divine love connects the Souls to the memory of many 

births. 

 

In the Ashram those who prepare to begin integral Yoga are known as 

Ashramites who limit their action by the pressure of three gunas and those whose 

aim are settled in the static Divine union are known as (later Vedantic integral) 

Sadhakas. But for a (ancient Vedantic integral) Sadhaka with dynamic Divine 

union and universalised Consciousness, and his capability of becoming centre of 

world liberation and transformation, his Ashram living is still difficult as more he 

ascends in Consciousness more he faces world opposition and revolt of 

Subconscient/Inconscient sheath. The gathering together of large helpless blind 

unblessed humanity around him for their material benefit in resolving their earthly 

problems like getting a good job, settlement of marriage, giving birth to a child, 

prosperity in business and curing of disease are no doubt universal motiveless 

consecrated Divine action and this necessity of ‗contemplation and service of God 

in man‘
3 

or well being of all creature, sarvabhutahiteratah,
4
 can be considered 

indispensable for a developed Soul to ‗complete the realisation of God in all 

things.‘
3
 Their liberation of Soul, transformation of Nature and self-fulfilment are 

as much important as that of his own. The disadvantage of this action of self-

expansion is that an apprehension of emergence of a new sect, new power centre 

and shifting of centre of worship cannot be ruled out within Ashram premises. 

Thus, this chaos either draws one towards defection from the Ashram living 

oblivious of the integral Divine call to which he must be always faithful or this 

vibration creates an atmosphere of disbelief limiting his capacity of self-

expansion. So a higher sadhana of an integral Yogi will be difficult because his 

superior existence may not be tolerable or may be misunderstood by the 

surrounding collectivity. His difficult task is to perfectly reconcile Self-

concentration with Self-expansion without transforming integral Yoga into slow 

evolutionary tool of Religion.
61

 The other disadvantage is that integral Yoga does 

not limit itself within the narrow province of acts philanthropy, benevolence and 

beneficence alone but all action, the acts of knowledge, acts of power, production 

and creation, acts of love, delight and beauty and acts of will, endeavour, struggle, 

hardship and heroic adventure in the inner and outer life must be included and 

‗pushed towards a complete union of the Divine with the earth life.‘
69

      

 

We find such capacity of both static and dynamic Divine union in Sri 

Babaji Maharaj. He was able to handle personal and institutional problems that 

draw large number of devotees from his home state towards The Mother’s Grace 
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through entry into Supra-physical world. He had the strong conviction that the 

earthly life need not be forever a wheel of half-joyous and half-anguished effort 

but Spiritual attainment can be generalised and the glory, joy and benefit of the 

Supramental Sadhana must be available to the common or down to earth man. For 

that he has evolved simple and all acceptable method which is to raise the nature 

to manifest the power of the Spirit or confront, seize and conquer the difficulties 

of nature through Japa and consecrated action. For him the Mother is all important 

object of adoration, as sole effective force for all attainment and all mental effort, 

utsaha, vital effort, vyakulata and physical effort, tapasya are replaced by 

complete reliance on Her Grace.  

 

Personal effort is indispensable for developing Souls and dispensable for 

developed Souls. Its disadvantage is that personal effort is an instrument of ego in 

finding the Divine falteringly and its utility ends when ‗instead of laying hold on 

the Shakti and using it for its purpose rather to let the Shakti lay hold on us and use 

us for the Divine purpose.‘
43 

 

The Truth of The Mother’s Action Manifested through Sri Babaji Maharaj: 
 

―One would be justified rather in supposing that there is an inherent 

imperative Truth of things unseen by us, but a Truth capable of manifold 

manifestation, throwing out a multitude of possibilities and variants of itself which 

the creative Energy by its action turns into so many realised actualities.‖
113 

Sri Aurobindo 

―In all there would be the same plastic principle; a rigid standardisation, 

however necessary for the mind‘s arrangement of things, could not be the law of 

the spiritual life. A great diversity and liberty of self-expression based on an 

underlying unity might well become manifest; but everywhere there would be 

harmony and truth of order.‖
25 

Sri Aurobindo 

―Because the Truth is supremely destructive of Falsehood and ill will; 

were It to act at once on the world as it is, little of it would remain….It is patiently 

preparing its advent.‖
65 

The Mother 

Sri Aurobindo with His colossal Spiritual capacity seized upon one Yogic 

method after other in the different paths of Yoga and extracted substance of truth 

from each Divine realisation to exemplify in the great and decisive experience of 

the Master Soul. These multiple diverse Spiritual experiences are ‗now most 

necessary to humanity‘
6
 who is long divided through jarring sects and schools; as 

all sects and schools are forms and fragments of single integral Truth and all 

disciplines labour in their different way towards this supreme Oneness. After a 

systematic study and experience of the difficulties and dangers of various paths of 

Yoga, Sri Aurobindo recommended the method of finding the Spirit by drawing 
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back from manifest Nature as indispensable self discipline and discovery of the 

Self by activating the Nature through psycho-physical, occult and physical 

methods as ‗dispensable self-discipline‘
7
 of integral Yoga. This recommendation 

He arrived for the beginners of integral Yoga after a thorough study and 

experience of the history of earth‘s Spiritual evolution. The former draws back 

from world nature and leans on the Ishwara aspect of the Divine for supreme 

realisation; whereas the latter possesses and dominates the world nature and leans 

on the Ishwari aspect of the Divine for supreme transformation and He further 

recommended that the dispensable ‗psycho-physical results are of small 

importance‘
8
 and they can function as an aid and field of preparation or substitute 

the indispensable methods and subsequently the dispensable methods can be 

indispensable aid after the Spiritual foundation is established.
9
 The Gita also 

discourages
55

 a Sadhaka to begin Yoga with Prakriti Yajna and encourages
56

 it to 

pursue after one is Spiritually established. The ideal of integral Yoga can be a 

movement, even from the beginning through many sided effort and askesis, but 

starting from works and proceeding by works. Integral Yoga can be pursued by (1) 

static Yoga of passive Purusha, (2) kinetic Yoga of active Prakriti, (3) 

combination of both the methods, (4) alternations between Self-mastery of 

Purusha and surrender of Purusha to the divine Shakti and (5) an ultimate fusion 

between Purusha and Prakriti, Ishwara and Shakti.  

 

Simplification of the methods of integral Yoga: 

―TRUE SPIRITUALITY is VERY simple!‖
1
 

The Mother 

―The one rule of the gnostic life would be the self-expression of the Spirit, 

the will of the Divine Being; that will, that self-expression could manifest through 

(1) extreme simplicity or (2) through extreme complexity and opulence or (3) in 

their natural balance, — for beauty and plenitude, a hidden sweetness and laughter 

in things, a sunshine and gladness of life are also powers and expressions of the 

Spirit.‖
25 

Sri Aurobindo 

―This character of our actually realised being and therefore our Yoga 

imposes on us certain limitations and primary difficulties which can only be 

overcome by (1) divine help or (2) an arduous practice, and in reality (3) only by 

the combination of both these aids.‖
39 

Sri Aurobindo 

 

The method of integral Yoga is the sum of extreme simplicity of Soul 

activated through Ascetic schools and extreme complexity of untransformed 

Nature rightly approached through Tantric schools of thought; though the former 

is meant for beginners of integral Yoga and latter is meant after the Spiritual 

foundation is established. This Yoga can proceed either by The Mother’s Grace 

alone or by human endeavour and tapasya or by combination of consecration and 
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askesis. A relation between tapasya (tapasya is the combination of samyama and 

tyaga.) and Yajna exists and ‗by that concentration (samyama) we can arrive 

through an uncompromising renunciation of the world (tyaga) at an entire self-

consecration (yajna) to the One on whom we concentrate.‘
122

 The method and 

action of the Lord of all the worlds is the ‗infinite complexity in fundamental 

simplicity‘
50

 whose freedom and richness cannot be understood by any intellectual 

interpretation. The supreme mystery and highest secret is simple to the Soul and 

difficult and complex to mental effort and limitation of intelligence.    

 

Sri Babaji Maharaj’s Shastra of integral Yoga was The Mother book, 

because it uplifted him most in his Spiritual journey from the status of realised 

Ascetic to the status of consecrated Child. Since he was The Mother’s Child so he 

wanted all the devotees should be uplifted to the status of the Soul‘s childhood. 

Integral Yoga proposes that a developed Soul must not ‗look with a remote 

indifference on the‘
49

 sufferings of the unblessed ordinary human being and 

blessed devotees and draws all of them towards Spirit‘s freedom. Or ‗even if our 

personal deliverance is complete, still there is the suffering of others, the world 

travail, which the great of soul cannot regard with indifference.‘
100 

‗Accepting 

life, he (a Sadhaka of integral Yoga) has to bear not only his own burden, but a 

great part of the world‘s burden too along with it, as a continuation of his own 

sufficiently heavy load. Therefore his Yoga has much more of the nature of a 

battle than others; but this is not only an individual battle, it is a collective war 

waged over a considerable country.‘
110

 Based on above injunction Sri Babaji 

Maharaj was able to diffuse integral Yoga which ‗is an arduous and difficult and 

dangerous way, but there is none other.‘
109 

 

These devotees are of four types, that of (1) to call the Divine out of fear 

during sorrow and misery, arta, (2) to adore the Divine as the giver of good, want 

and opulence and satisfier of the need of his inner and outer being, artharthi and 

(3) a seeking grows to know the Unknowable, jijnasu. (4) The devotee of fourth 

type is called Jnani, who has attained Spiritual identity is very dear to the Divine. 

 

The devotees, sakama Bhakta, of first two types have served in the slow 

evolution of Nature through wrong play of Purusha and Prakriti and the truth they 

represent belongs to the external human relation with the external law of the 

universe and not the intimate truth of human Soul with the Divine. They call and 

serve the Divine with the intention of getting the fulfilment of the fruit of their 

work and hence this sacrifice of work to the Divine without direct knowledge and 

contact with Him lead to ‗the swift and easy fulfilment of their work,‘
57

 siddhi, but 

does not lead to establishment in higher planes of Consciousness. Spiritual truth 

was formulated by their vital into emotional forms of worship,
24

 by their mind into 

hard intellectual dogma and the materialisation of constant practice, abhyasa
10

 and 

non-attachment, vairagya
10

 was turned into ‗a dead mass of cult and ceremony and 
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ritual.‘
11

 Worship is used as a means to get God on their side by praying, praising 

and flattering Him, by giving Him gifts and by this Divine justice can be deflected, 

punishment can be annulled by mercy and reward can be transformed into special 

favour. Through this mechanisation they do not experience God, but only hear and 

imagine His name; do not experience the Truth but only formulate the thought of 

Truth and their Spirit are veiled from the life and action. They pursue the (Divine) 

Mother ‗with life‘s blind desires,‘
54

 claim all of Her as their own property and 

impatient to possess ‗her sweetness meant for all.‘
54

 They are intolerant towards 

Her Divine Force which they cannot hold and yearn
54

 to draw Her Consciousness 

downward towards earth. They hope to confine Her to their human want, desire 

and hunger and enslave Her glory and grace. In integral Bhakti Yoga, first, the 

above motives are corrected, enlarged and directed ‗engrossingly and 

predominantly towards the Divine‘
64

 for His sake and not for getting any favour 

from Him. Secondly, these motives are transformed so that they are rid of their 

narrowness, pettiness and more earth-ward elements and lastly the development of 

Divine Love or inner adoration must be pure, perfect, self-existent and motiveless.    

 

The Gita hints that the devotees, sakama bhakta, of first two types are 

unfit
62

 to pursue any Yoga and they can attain the Divine through devotion or they 

can worship by hearing
63

 about His Play/Lila from a liberated Soul or by giving 

service
89

 to the Divine. The devotee of third type, niskama bhakta, ―a seeker of 

truth, jijnasu, after many births of preparation, purification of impurity and sin, 

endeavouring with sincerity becomes a Yogi and attains the highest goal or a Soul 

who fell from Yoga, yogabhrasta, from the past birth, in this birth strives with 

sincerity to overcome the samskara of many births and attains the highest goal... 

After many births of preparation, a Jnana Yogi (or the devotee of fourth type) with 

strong foundation of Karma and Bhakti Yoga, attains My Purushottama or 

Supramental state of Consciousness. He also realises the intermediate stair that all 

this existence is Divine, the Cosmic Consciousness, Vasudeva sarvamiti. Such 

great Soul or integral Yogi is very rare.‖
59

  

 

The devotees of third type, jijnasu, are generally Souls who have fallen 

from Yoga in past births and in this birth they are irresistibly drawn towards study 

of the Shastra at an early part of their life. Thus, they did not feel safe to depend 

on the Vedantic method with Tantric objective of The Mother book alone and 

searched other Sri Aurobindo’s high concentration writings to find a secured 

Spiritual base, but in order to understand His comprehensive teachings ask some 

previous Spiritual experiences in the same line, partial Divine union, basic root 

knowledge hinted in the Prasthana trai of our ancient Teachings and the descent 

of new overhead knowledge. So few managed to enter His vast Spiritual Kingdom 

and it is the fewest who still continue in their effort to catch and follow the most of 

secret thread of integral Yoga. The Gita issues injunction
53

 on seeking devotee, 

jijnasu, to practice Yoga and go beyond the written truth. Sri Babaji Maharaj was 
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actually searching these Souls of latter type though his meeting and handling the 

problems of the former devotees were his greatness of bearing earth‘s burden. 

 

Sri Babaji Maharaj’s insistence of transforming all Devotees into Her 

children is possible in the long run, either in this birth or after many births of 

preparation based on the collaboration of their untransformed Nature. They are to 

be made aware of two complementary aspects of becoming an Ashramite or giving 

of entire outer life to the Divine and of becoming a Sadhaka or following the 

tapasya of self-discipline of integral Yoga, before becoming a consecrated Child 

or giving entire inner and outer life to the Divine.  

 

Integral Yoga further defines Gnostic Soul as ‗king child‘
48

 who plays a 

royal untiring game in the eternal garden whose toys are biune play of Purusha 

and Prakriti, double power of masculine Self and feminine Sheath, Kosha, and 

extension of this play in the higher planes of Consciousness.  

 

Since Spiritual evolution asks preparation from past births so it was 

difficult to become a child from the beginning of sadhana and hence most of the 

noble devotees seem to retain their own ordinary earth bound status without 

arriving at higher Spiritual existence. They are to be aware that before ascending 

into higher stairs of Consciousness they must exhaust tamasic and rajasic earthly 

enjoyments or mental consciousness must be perfectly controlled and liberated 

from desire and they must develop sattwic law of right living.  

 

The third chapter of The Mother book received Sri Babaji Maharaj’s 

special attention meant for devotees to receive The Mother’s protection. It gives 

hint of affirmative attributes of Divine grace, faith, sincerity, surrender, Divine 

work, Divine manifestation, purification, transformation of mind, life and body 

through dynamic Divine union, creation of Divine community and a war and 

victory over all dark and opposing forces by intervention of Supramental Truth. 

Thus a devotee‘s Spiritual life is secured.  

 

The last/sixth chapter of The Mother book is the extension of Yoga of Self-

perfection which hints of Tantric aim of arriving at direct contact with the 

Mother’s four Spiritual Powers which are attained not by specialised Science of 

Tantric methods but after one is thoroughly established in the Vedantic method of 

Karma, Jnana and Bhakti Yoga. This book is basically a Shastra of the realised 

Souls who are long established in Psychic and Spiritual planes and are searching a 

passage to uncover Supramental plane and the transformation of their three gunas 

through Karma Yoga as indicated in its fifth chapter. Devotees stumbled on this 

book because for the bound Souls the lure of conscious transformation of Nature 

through conscious kinetic Yoga of Nature was a remote possibility though this 

book contains enough guidelines for the liberation of Soul through static Yoga of 
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Soul. Devotees were related directly with the Mother through occasional inner 

contact and vision and they can wait for direct contact with Her four Mediatrix 

Mother Powers after their Spiritual being are made open through practice of 

consecration and triple Yoga. Consecration of a Child is of course a superior 

sadhana but it cannot be effective and complete without tapasya and strong 

renunciation. The gulf between perfect Spirit and imperfect Matter can be linked 

not by mental understanding but by exploring the hierarchies of planes of 

Consciousness in between the nether Inconscient plane and highest 

Sachchidananda plane. This achievement of ascent of Soul and descent of Shakti 

of intermediate planes cannot be attained by ‗bypassing
‘12

 the later Vedantic 

realisation of Brahman is Real and the World is an Illusion, Brahma Satya Jagat 

Mithya.
13

  

 

So realisation of immutable, infinite, ineffable silent timeless and spaceless 

static Brahman, anantam Brahma is identified as the first foundation and first 

perfection of a Spiritual man. His second perfection is that before return to world 

existence
46

 for its transformation, he must realise the existence as his larger Self, 

he must universalise his consciousness, Self as All, sarvam Brahma, and 

continuously engages in doing good of all creature. After that or concurrently 

(third perfection) he must dynamise the above static Brahman experience and 

realise Divine as dynamic Gnostic Brahman in its triple form, of iccha Shakti, 

Brahman as Divine Will, of jnana Shakti, Brahman as Divine Knowledge and of 

ananda/prema Shakti, Brahman as Divine Bliss. After this experience, his scope 

of movement in the hierarchies of ascending and descending Consciousness and 

all the present means of Will, Knowledge and Love are immensely extended. Thus 

his link of existence with Supramental consciousness becomes active, effective, 

swift and prominent.  

 

Sri Babaji Maharaj, who came to join Sri Aurobindo Ashram on 2
nd

 

February, 1945, had special care for miseries and hardship of common man. 

Through his vision, trikaladristi, he was able to foresee that the  Mother’s action 

in surface physical sheath can be accelerated in Orissa, as the subliminal Sheath of 

its people are open to the Divine. Though an ascetic, he had no trace of ascetic 

bareness and hardness, because of the harmonious synthesis of Karma, Bhakti, 

Jnana, Dhyana, Japa Yoga was nurtured by him from his past traditional Yogic 

background. His strong contact with the Mother was due to his aspect of strong 

Karma Yoga, which had its source in Divine Will, further manifested as Tapas, 

Shakti and Sraddha. The deficiency of the Karma Yoga is that all initiation of 

work seems outward, defective, dosam, and distracting and Jnani and Bhakta look 

down on the way of works as inferior to their own loftier, finer and more intense 

pitch of Spiritual achievement. But when one finds oneness of Will and 

Consciousness with the Supreme, ‗the work becomes the very power of 

knowledge and very outpouring of love.‘
14
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From the very beginning he was initiating the devotees to surrender 

everything to the Mother, not through renunciation, tyaga, and self-control, 

samyama, but through ceaseless repetition of HER NAME, Japa. His faith in this 

direction was multiplied after the publication of the ‗Mother’s Agenda‘, where 

new materials
103

 on transformation of cells were available and the Mother’s main 

method appeared to be Japa repeated in waking trance about which She recounted, 

―...that is the Japa I do now—I do it all the time, while sleeping, while walking, 

while eating, while working, all the time.‘
15

 But a deeper study on ‘Agenda’ 

reveals that Her main method of sadhana was Supramental, Spiritual and Psychic  

or ‗annul oneself‘
16

 or ‗I deliberately keep the mind absolutely still‘
17

 which was 

subordinated and supported by Psycho-physical action in waking Samadhi. And 

the discovery of great eternal words of  Japa, ‘Gloire à toi Seigneur’ or ‗Om 

Namo Bhagavate’
5
 was one of the psycho-physical methods through which She 

could directly call down Supramental energy or lifted Her being instantly to 

absoluteness of Light and utilised the power of the ‗seed-sound‘ Word to 

transform world disharmony. It was further studied that Savitri’s main method of 

sadhana of ‗annul thyself‘
18

 had its root in Sankhya which was developed through 

three ascending stages of witness, Sakhi, giver of sanction, Anumanta and the 

Master of Nature, the Ishwara. It had been further developed by her as ‗still 

Supreme,‘
19

 ‗silent still Supreme,‘
20

 ‗all negating Void supreme‘
21

 and ‗emptiness 

of the Supreme.‘
22 

 

The inception of the work done by Sri Babaji Maharaj and his strong 

collaborator Sri Prapatti were considered as right beginning to continue a work 

through all life and if the inception of this action continues through centuries after 

the body‘s fall then that deed is identified as Supramental action. For them integral 

Yoga is primarily a field of large liberated and consecrated action and secondarily 

a disciplined synthesis of multiple traditional Yoga. Both were having strong hold 

on Spiritual self-discipline of Karma Yoga subordinated by the psycho-physical 

Japa as external support and guiding thread of the emerging race. This habit of 

Japa, transforms into psycho-spiritual mantra to subordinate the Jnana Yoga in 

contemplating, meditating and silencing the mind and transforms into 

psychological sravana to subordinate the Bhakti Yoga in constantly hearing the 

Divine Name and entering personal relation with Him. 

 

Sri Babaji Maharaj synthesised both traditional and integral Yoga and the 

form of his writings are simple without literary complexity, known among the 

wide readers as ‘Loka Sahitya’ are important Spiritual documents which command 

large practice among the aspirant Souls. After arriving at certain stage in sadhana 

his best decision was appreciated of his restriction of movement within 

Pondicherry. That is the sign of a true Karma Yogi, meeting the world and its 

problem visibly within the stipulated boundary; though he can extend his 
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boundary to the extreme end of the world; as an integral Yogi cannot be exclusive 

Karma Yogi so restriction in his movement or outer wandering will be imperative; 

similarly a true Jnana Yogi restricts his movement within his room yet 

universalises himself through meeting of world constraints invisibly and a true 

Bhakti Yogi restricts his movement within his Deity or Deities and yet develops 

universal love and compassion for all creatures.  

 

The Generalisation of Spirituality, Lokasangraha: 

 ―The generalisation of Yoga in humanity must be the last victory of Nature 

over her own delays and concealments. Even as by the progressive mind in 

Science she seeks to make all mankind fit for the full development of the mental 

life, so by Yoga must she inevitably seek to make all mankind fit for higher 

evolution, the second birth, the spiritual existence.‖
35 

Sri Aurobindo 

―To act for the lokasangraha, impersonally, for the keeping and leading of 

the peoples on the path to the divine goal, is a rule which rises necessarily from 

the oneness of the soul with the Divine, the universal Being, since that is the 

whole sense and drift of the universal action…Oneness with God, oneness with all 

beings, the realisation of the eternal divine unity everywhere and the drawing 

onwards of men towards that oneness are the law of life which arises from the 

teachings of the Gita.‖
111

  

Sri Aurobindo 
The Gita asks a Spiritual man to do action of all type, sarvakarmani, 

without attachment to it and his motive is to hold together the race, lokasangraha, 

who are considered unfit to pursue Yoga. In ancient India this generalisation of 

Spirituality or lokasangraha, was the responsibility of Religion and Spirituality 

was confined between realised Teacher and few fit initiated disciples. Integral 

Yoga permits reconciliation between integral Spiritual Teacher, few fit initiated 

Souls and large numbers of devotees who are fit to do works of all type as 

consecration to the Divine.   

    

Sri Babaji Maharaj’s success was, after he left his earthly body, a part of 

his accumulated Spiritual force must have entered Subconscient earth to enrich it; 

another part must have helped towards emergence of few strong ascetic Souls and 

the rest of the Spiritual energy must have penetrated the mass to hold together the 

devotees. Thus it created an opportunity of radical and partial change based on the 

individual capacity to hold his silence and siddhi. The Most of the devotees 

prepared themselves by giving momentum to the action he initiated though they 

lost the rare and the most precious opportunity of his direct physical Presence 

known as secondary Source and of handling all their immediate practical 

problems. His name and statement require careful treatment in order to avoid the 

deformation of Divine work. His principal success was to resolve the discords of 

ordinary material and mental existence into a harmonious rhythm through the 
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Divine Mother’s touch and so created an opportunity for the perfection of man in 

large scale.   

 

The response from Orissa towards The Mother’s Grace far exceeded all 

other states because he was able to restate Their Teachings in a manner which was 

easily acceptable to large section of society. Thus Sri Aurobindo’s all-inclusive 

Supramental Yoga transformed into an exclusive Psycho-physical self-discipline 

of slow evolution or he was able to precipitate the most difficult Spiritual siddhi 

for the general benefit of the mass by external aid, bahya avalambana of exclusive 

concentration and action. As a result, a large community of devotees of seemingly 

limiting themselves to appearance of ‗monotheistic moderate Spirituality‘
37

 with 

closeness and sweetness of relation with the personal manifestation of embodied 

Divine and action as chief driving force flourished and it did not disturb the 

accustomed order of existing slowly evolving society, without drain out of number 

of ascetic Souls from the social edifice. It seems to grow oblivious of integration 

of its other complementary polytheistic Religion,
86

 integration of truth behind 

Asceticism and Illusionism, integration of the Truth of ancient Vedantic and Vedic 

doctrine. The other disadvantage of such community satisfied with partial Divine 

union is that its progress is gross and more outward kind and it repels and brings 

‗about great weariness, swift exhaustions, (and) startling recoils‘
66 

towards the 

ideal of complete Spiritual conversion and integral Divine union.    

 

So his success of gathering together of large number of devotees 

throughout the state within the limitation of existing social set up was possible 

because most of the devotees were simple, single minded, faithful, patient 

dedicated servant without any ambitions either of material or of Spiritual 

propensity. His sincere effort to elevate the tamasic mass to the state of sattwic life 

was an incomplete manifestation of Divine in the surface physical sheath, whose 

Subliminal sheath was already opened towards the Divine and Superconscient 

sheath was still veiled or little opened and this movement will wait and prepare 

silently for successive subjective revolution of emergence of Spiritual men, 

Gnostic Souls and Bliss Souls. His effort to generalise Spirituality was possible by 

excluding the difficult and rigorous self-discipline of integral Yoga
87

 and giving 

importance to the easiest, simplest and all acceptable satisfying methods for the 

mass and created an opportunity for later generation to trace this Yoga in its 

entirety and birth of God‘s consecrated slaves. By Sri Babaji Maharaj’s Grace, 

they will trace an established Spiritual path in which knowledge and action are 

perfectly reconciled in order to give birth to that Bhakti which will enable them to 

uncover the realisation of universal Godhead, Vasudeva Sarvamiti, the Vision of 

World Spirit, Viswarupa Darshana and Supramental Consciousness, 

Purushottama state.    
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The Exclusive adoration and worship to the One representing highest 

embodied Consciousness to the exclusion of the Many representing intermediate 

embodied Consciousness is identified as starting point
24

 of integral Bhakti Yoga 

and thus a devotee remains isolated from other distracting intermediate Influence 

and seals himself against any distorting lure and hostile attack on this long path. 

Monotheism or realisation of Divine as One helps in building the indispensable 

Spiritual foundation for beginners and on this strong base Polytheism or 

realisation of the Divine as Many
26

 helps the developed Souls to enlarge their 

Spiritual embrace in experiencing all as He, which is the indispensable Spiritual 

integration of reunion of Divine with its multitude of manifestation. Adoration of 

popular Gods  or acceptance of the polytheistic view of existence ‗has its place 

and keep it in integral Yoga‘
45

 to personalise and universalise the conception of 

Deity in a perfected and liberated human life, because one must approach God 

with ‗endless variety‘
27

 in order to know Him entirely and unite with Him in 

‗outward or objective universality.‘
52

 ‗The fierce and inexorable God of Calvin is a 

different being from the sweet and loving God of St. Francis, as the gracious 

Vishnu is different from the terrible though always loving and beneficent Kali who 

has pity even in her slaying and saves by her destructions. Shiva, the God of 

ascetic renunciation who destroys all things seems to be a different being from 

Vishnu and Brahma, who act by grace, love, preservation of the creature or for life 

and creation.‘
45

 ‗He is Vishnu, Krishna, Kali; he reveals himself to us in humanity 

as the Christ personality or the Buddha personality.‘
51

 Above approach of adoring 

Divine as a God of righteousness, a God of Love and Mercy, a God of Peace and 

Purity are very partial and relative descriptions of the Omniscient and Omnipotent 

Creator because by that one puts aside other myriad Divine Nature from his 

personality. So integral Yoga approaches all personal Deity, Ista Devata, Guru 

and Avatara in three gradations; firstly, he is accepted with some limited particular 

qualities, personalities and form to which our nature has affinity; secondly, he is 

One, the all Personality with infinite quality, ananta guna, qualitiless Divine, 

nirguna Brahman and the infinite Divine Personality; thirdly, he goes beyond all 

Personality and Impersonality to which ancient Scriptures has indicated as Tat, 

That, the Absolute.   

 

Had he (Sri Babaji Maharaj) initiated a Spiritual movement or a movement 

in which Spirit and Matter are partly reconciled in conscious Yoga, not to speak of 

Supramental movement or a revolution in which Spirit and Matter are fully 

reconciled, which was far remote a possibility, it would have been less successful; 

because in Orissa the infrastructure necessary of creating a large pool of sattwic 

devotees for emergence of few Spiritual men was not yet ready or was in process 

of developing. He was not satisfied with his success of moderate Spiritual Centres 

with partial acceptance and introduction of Their Teachings scattered all over the 

state but was waiting for bright Supramental future and more efficient pure ascetic 

Instruments.      
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Sri Babaji Maharaj‘s physical departure of the body. 

 

The Emergence of Ascetics‟ Fortress: 

―In practice also the ascetic spirit is an indispensable element in human 

perfection and even its separate affirmation cannot be avoided so long as the race 

has not at the other end liberated its intellect and its vital habits from subjection to 

an always insistent animalism.‖
36 

Sri Aurobindo 

 “A mental control over our vital and physical desires and instincts, over our 

personal and social action, over our dealings with others is indispensable to us as 

human beings, and morality creates a standard by which we can guide ourselves 

and establish a customary control; but the control is always imperfect and it is an 

expedient, not a solution…‖
117 

Sri Aurobindo 

―Thou thinkest the ascetic in his cave or on his mountain-top a stone and a 

do-nothing. What dost thou know? He may be filing the world with the mighty 

currents of his will and changing it by the pressure of his soul-state.‖
47

   

Sri Aurobindo 

Sri Aurobindo’s first ten year stay at Pondicherry can be considered as hard 

discipline of ascetic living. We learn from Him that a man is unfit to pursue 

consecrated Spiritual life if ‗he has never been a slave to‘
31

 some intermediate 

human consciousness and unfit to know God‘s love utterly if he does not go 

through the experience of becoming a woman
32

 and serve his Master and Lord. 

We get further clue from His life that one cannot become the Master of the world 

if he has not gone through the experience of serving mankind as its slave
33

 and 

one‘s Spiritual life cannot be complete if he has not gone through the experience 

of ‗barest anchorites.‘
34 
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Sri Babaji Maharaj’s vision on Orissa succeeds with the emergence of 

some strong ascetic Souls from the large mass of moderate seekers who declared 

war and revolt against the existing narrow mundane existence and rest satisfied 

with this part achievement of linking existence with the Divine. It is safe for a 

developed moderate seeker, jijnasu, with sound financial, srimatam,
44

 and 

academic, suchitam,
44

 background to become an ascetic and not so safe to raise 

himself immediately to the gradation beyond asceticism to consecrated living 

because without renunciation of lower nature, consecration cannot be stabilised. 

So it is always the Spirituality of consecration must follow the Spirituality of 

Tapasya and renunciation. These emerging ascetic Souls accept and enter into all 

the problems of existence in the hope of resolving them.  

 

From Sri Babaji Maharaj we learn that there should be no compromise in 

obeying the norms of Yoga extended in the field of regulated food, sleep and 

action. This ascetic discipline is beneficial and indispensable for human perfection 

in six ways: (a) it liberates the intellect and its vital habits from subjection to an 

always insistent crude animalism; (b) without it downward gravitation of nature 

would make Spiritual emergence impossible; (c) it refuses all compromise with all 

untransformed Nature; (d) renunciation is a negative indispensable practice to 

reject falsehood and mind is taught to renounce all attachment and dependency on 

the things related to body; (e) a Consciousness transcendent of the universe is 

attainable and (f) food can be reduced to minimum without the loss of mental and 

vital vigour and one can rely on the secret fountains of Spiritual energy for all 

nourishment of the body. Based on these ideologies few Ascetics‘ Fortress 

emerged during his life time and he kept his hope strong that these centre of higher 

concentration will fulfil his highest vision on Orissa. 

 

We learn from Sri Babaji Maharaj, if our path is that of tapasya, then (a) 

we will first meet on our way ascetic dryness, bareness and harshness; this can be 

transcended if the fire of tapas or tapasya is suffused with the fire of love as 

happened in his life; (b) we learn from him that the Karma Yoga is the basis of 

strengthening contact and relation with the Mother and increase of Sraddha; (c)  

ascetic impatience which pursues us from the beginning of our tapasya life can be 

transcended if this effort of transcending ascetic bareness is further continued in 

overcoming the quest of realising the Divine exclusively; Sri Babaji Maharaj’s 

centre of living had shifted from surface mind to inner and higher planes of 

Consciousness, so his practice of Yoga had shifted from this whole external life to 

All Life; (d) ascetic renunciation does not emancipate from narrowness, meanness 

and pettiness of  life and this freedom is possible by realising the impersonal 

aspect of the Divine and by dynamising the high consciousness of non-waking 

trance in waking state; (e) as integral Yoga starts with the method of Vedanta, so 

most of the integral Yogis are master of the synthetic teaching of the Gita, which 
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does not provide the ample clue to acknowledge the problem of evolution rather it 

seems to inculcate impatience through its theory of permanent departure from 

earthly life, punarjanma nabidyate.
28

 Its promise of attaining the goal within one 

life span, khipram bhabati dharmatma,
60

 seems to be more attractive and hastier 

solution than the striving of perfection through many successive lives; impatience 

grows when the effort and askesis of this whole life becomes oblivious of the All 

Life and it will be more aggravated if the quest of this whole life becomes 

exclusive; the Gita hinted of All Life, bahuni me byatitani janmani,
29

 (many are 

My lives that are past and also thine, O Arjuna) and many births of preparation to 

become a Yogi, anekajanmasansiddha,
58

 but developed little to identify our 

limitation of narrow temporal Ignorance; (f) due to the presence of this temporal 

Ignorance,
30

 a belief in physical immortality was made vital point of attraction of 

all the first generation devotees of Orissa and this faith was not sufficient itself to 

alter radically the present death-bound life. So immortality
114

 in fundamental sense 

does not mean personal survival of bodily death but to live in the Consciousness of 

the Immortality and this limitation of our understanding can be corrected by triple 

awakening as proposed in integral Yoga (a) of realisation of our timeless Eternity 

of Being, (b) Psychic survival of death followed by (c) realisation of immortality 

of Nature or perpetual becoming in Time. The Spirit‘s timeless existence is our 

true immortality and primary objective whose secondary outcome is extended in 

all Time for realisation of immortality of becoming or perpetual change. So the 

seekers of integral Yoga can realise the Soul‘s immortality in this life in order to 

transcend the fear of death and physical immortality in all life as part of his 

ceaseless effort to conquer death; (g) while devotees were lured towards 

attainment of physical immortality, they were not well informed about the utility, 

beneficence and significance of physical death and they were oblivious that death 

is a Soul‘s opportunity for movement towards greater life. They are also oblivious 

of four extreme sorrows that one may meet while crossing this life from birth to 

death. The most of the votaries of integral Yoga were keen towards Supramental 

transformation and were oblivious of the long march in developing the range and 

capacity of Psychic and Spiritual transformation. So a necessity of long 

examination of fresh modalities of integral Yoga is felt which concentrates on 

inner exploration of planes of consciousness rather than the outer expansion of this 

belief or outer expansion is made the subordinate of inner Self-concentration. .   

 

The New Proposal for Ascetics‟ Fortress: 

―Even the translation (of The Synthesis of Yoga).... You know, when I am 

tired and work on the translation I feel rested. But, oh, all these letters! Even the 

best of them are stupid. Anyway.... Understanding The Synthesis of Yoga is quite 

simple: I have only to be silent for a moment, and Sri Aurobindo is here. It‘s not 

this body‘s understanding: HE is here!‖
102

  

The Mother 
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―We are in an age, full of the throes of travail, when all forms of thought 

and activity that have in themselves any strong power of utility or any secret virtue 

of persistence are being subjected to a supreme test and given their opportunity of 

rebirth.‖
74 

Sri Aurobindo 

―In the spiritual order of things, the higher we project our view and our 

aspiration, the greater the Truth that seeks to descend upon us, because it is 

already there within us and calls for its release from the covering that conceals it 

in manifested Nature.‖
112

  

Sri Aurobindo 

 

All The Mother’s Manifesting action that are not practicable in Her 

moderate Spiritual Centres can be tried again in an Ascetics‘ Fortress. Here saintly 

inactivity and earthly enjoyment is forbidden and they are transformed into 

uninterrupted large ceaseless Divine action and activation of Divine Delight of 

Soul and Nature executed by pressure of higher Nature, trigunatita chetana, Para-

prakriti.  

 

The First Proposal or the Objective of Ascetics‟ Fortress: Our Mission or the 

one and only purpose for which our life is destined is the Divine Work without all 

desire and self-regarding ego; all our life and not a part of life must be an offering 

to the Supreme and we must give ourselves completely without condition, demand 

and reservation and our only object in action shall be (1) to serve selflessly, (2) to 

receive inner growth, (3) to fulfil the Mother’s Presence, (4) to become a 

manifesting instrument of the Divine Shakti in Her works, (5) to call down 

Timeless Eternal to the slipping moments and call down spaceless Infinity to the 

existing limited surrounding space, (6) to transform the twilight and obscure 

tamasic and rajasic mind into plenary Supramental illumination. The perfection 

sought by us is to be one with Her in Her highest Spiritual and Universal action 

and to realise and possess the fullness of Her Shakti in our individual life. 

 

The Second Proposal of introduction of Principal Shastra:  

In our new proposal The Synthesis of Yoga can be accepted as principal 

Shastra of sadhana in helping the ascetic Soul Seekers of Orissa to trace a 

detailed and comprehensive path of their own while in The Mother book is 

accepted as complementary Shastra, where the comprehensive truth of integral 

Yoga is hinted but not developed. It is always the consecrated Spirituality that 

follows the Spirituality of strong renunciation and rigorous self-control. Or The 

Mother book is accepted as a continuation of the Sadhana of the book The 

Synthesis of Yoga where union with the four Mediatrix Mother Powers are hinted 

in the chapter ‗Yoga of Self-perfection‘ but not vividly explained. Since the 

realisation of four mediatrix Spiritual Mother powers are part of continuation of 

‗Yoga of Self perfection‘ which can be activated after one is established in Karma, 
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Janana and Bhakti Yoga, so one can wait for Soul maturity and dynamic Divine 

union before entering relation with four Spiritual Mother Powers. 

 

The Synthesis of Yoga gives this message to Orissa’s largest community of 

integral moderate Spiritual Seekers that if they pursue Yoga without Vedantic 

method of ‗rigorous self-control‘
96

 and without inner renunciation, then their 

consecration, self-giving and self-offering cannot attain perfection and 

completeness. 

    

The Mother book briefly hints all the planes of consciousness and 

extensively explores the intermediate dynamic Spiritual planes in transforming 

mind, life and body which prepares the human vessel for Supramental action in 

Subconscient and Inconscient Sheaths. 

 

The first three chapters of The Mother book deal with Vedantic method of 

Sadhana for the beginners of integral Yoga where aspiration, renunciation, 

surrender, sincerity and faith can be strengthened and the last three chapters deal 

with realisation of Tantric aim for developed Souls where control over money 

power by activation of Supramental energy, dynamic Divine union through action 

and activation of four mediatrix Spiritual Mother powers are explored.  

    

In our quest for the Divine Life, the tapasya, askesis and consecration of 

‘The Synthesis of Yoga,‘ the lesson of the movement of Consciousness of ‘The Life 

Divine,’ the realisation of dynamic Divine through ‘The Mother’ book and the 

manifestation of Divine Love in ‘Savitri’ are to be effectively combined. The 

Synthesis of Yoga insists a sadhaka to pursue Yoga, with declaration that ‗All Life 

is Yoga.‘
75

 The Life Divine insists a sadhaka to evolve two key terms of 

Consciousness and Life with its goal of ‗fullness of being, fullness of 

consciousness and fullness of life.‘
76

 The Mother book insists a Sadhaka to 

‗persistently reject what is false and obscure‘
77

 in him with declaration that ‗the 

supreme Grace will act only in the conditions of Light and Truth.‘
78

 Savitri insists 

a Sadhaka to pursue Prakriti Yajna extensively to complement extensive practice 

of  Purusha Yajna as hinted in the above three Shastra. To reconcile, an 

immaculate Sadhaka of Savitri book is capable to receive and hold The Mother’s 

Power of Truth in building his Soul and Nature in different planes of 

Consciousness, consistent with integral Yoga and integral Spiritual Evolution. The 

Mother’s Action in Orissa can be strengthened if it will establish its firm footing 

by evolving the norms of integral Yoga with identifying its aim, dispensable and 

indispensable methods, danger of the path and formula of Divine Life from the 

above four books. 
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In earth‘s Spiritual history, the Vedas are identified as the original text of 

Truth and all the truth revealed through the later creation of the Upanishad, the 

Sankhya, the Tantra and the later creation of new Religions are identified as 

restatement of the original text. Thus Sri Aurobindo’s writings are recognised as 

development of Truth hinted by His Spiritual predecessors. The Mother proposed 

that the best way to understand Sri Aurobindo’s writings is to translate
81

 them into 

mother tongue and Sri Aurobindo proposed to approach Shastras by constantly 

restating
82

 them through one‘s own Spiritual experience. Wrong restatement of 

Shastra can be transformed into right interpretation if one accepts it as constant 

and continuous exercise extending over many years till the word retains the 

absolute Brahman state. Wrong restatement through intellect always distorts the 

original Truth of Shastra and diminishes its value and right restatement through 

overhead descent of Knowledge elevates the values of written truth to 

unimaginable height. As a banyan tree is of infinitely more valuable than of its 

seed similarly rightly restating and developing the highest hinted truth of the 

Shastra is of immeasurable value. The Mother’s Teachings are generally accepted 

as right restatement Sri Aurobindo’s Teachings and we have to draw benefit from 

its immense Spiritual opulence by rightly linking the former with the integral 

Yoga‘s Principal and Complementary Shastra. Thus the injunction issued in the 

Mother’s Teachings for child Souls/Ashramites and the injunction issued in Sri 

Aurobindo’s Teachings for ripened Souls/Sadhakas are reconciled and must not be 

seen as sum up of fixed Ashram laws, rules and standards but as an enveloping, 

penetrating, remoulding and all embracing Divine Presence ‗that determines all 

our thoughts, activities, feelings, impulsions of will by its infallible power and 

knowledge.‘
108

 All written truth is an incomplete and partial account of integral 

Truth and all right restatement is movement towards more unfolding of the same 

Truth. To go beyond partial truth of all written Shastra, Sabdabrahmativartate,
83

 

and to live established in one‘s Soul which is the seat of integral Truth and source 

of great adventure into the Unknown, is another decisive step and outcome of 

centuries labour for a Sadhaka of integral Yoga. A Sadhaka is interested to think, 

act and feel only those issues which receive overhead support and the outcome of 

these actions, thoughts and feelings can be verified if they survive and glow 

through centuries. 

 

The Third Proposal of right perception of Their Teachings: 

The different terminologies of Sri Aurobindo’s writings are to be perfectly 

understood by linking them rightly with the Principal Teachings. The first formula 

of this Yoga is ‗All life is Yoga.‘ This all life does not mean whole of this life but 

a continuation of life from the beginning of the creation or ‗first dawn of life‘
104

 to 

the end of the creation where existence will retain its Divinity entirely in all Time. 

Similarly The Mother and Sri Aurobindo’s growing unlimited Consciousness is 

studied not by entering the objective history/biography of Their this life but has to 

be approached by entering the subjective history of Their all life as hinted in 
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Savitri; ‗For we were (first) man and woman‘
42

 of the creation or ‗A force in her 

that toiled since the earth was made‘
38

 as the first dual Avatara and when the earth 

will be ready for supreme transformation after Their successive incarnations, ‗The 

Mighty Mother shall (again) take birth in Time‘
23 

as the last dual Avatara. ‗And all 

her life was conscious of his life‘
97

 and Satyavan desired Savitri alone from the 

beginning of the creation and the latter had throned,
80

 enfolded and adored the 

former in her heart as one and only Lord.
79

  

 

The moderate Ashramites must understand various diversity of integral 

Yoga and as a remedy they have to be made aware of the necessity of thorough 

mental study of Sri Aurobindo’s high concentration approved writings in which 

most of the Mother’s Spiritual experiences are also included. In His principal 

Teachings, a clear distinction has been drawn between developing Souls and 

developed Souls, dispensable and indispensable self-discipline, later Vedantic 

Ascetics and the ancient Vedantic Seers, Vedantic Self-discipline of passive mind 

and Tantric Self-discipline of active mind, monotheism and polytheism and 

dispensable and indispensable sadhana Centres. This exercise will be incomplete 

without Spiritual experience and thorough Spiritual Knowledge on Them.  

 

The peaceful, calm and non-violent Ashramites are to be made aware that 

integral Yoga has accepted ascetic view of renouncing life provisionally without 

its limiting ‗self-willed violences and fierce self torturings‘
40

 in its destined 

journey. ‗The external renunciation is not the essential, but even that is necessary 

for a time, indispensable in many things and sometimes useful in all; we may 

even say that a complete external renunciation is a stage through which the soul 

must pass at some period of its progress...‘
40

 They must be aware that The 

Mother’s Grace towards which they have turned their life is conditional that of 

opening towards Divine Truth by rejecting falsehood which is the message of The 

Mother book and of opening towards Divine Love by rejecting human love which 

is the message of Savitri book. The conscious new generation aspirant Souls of 

Orissa must be aware of the falsity of human love and human relation and develop 

an appetite to enter seven-fold personal relation with the Divine which does not 

visit them as guest from outside but it is discovered through the blows of life. 

They must be aware of The Mother’s saying, ‗even those who have a living soul, 

seek these (sevenfold personal) relations with the Divine only after they have had 

the most bitter and disappointing experiences in their search for human 

relationships.‘
92

 They must be aware of partial Divine Call and partial Divine 

union received in this life and that must be extended to transform into integral 

Divine call and integral Divine union of all life which is the message of The 

Synthesis of Yoga. They must learn the lesson to pacify mind in order to discover 

the higher ranges of Consciousness and intensify this movement of Consciousness 

to divinise life which is the message of The Life Divine.  
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The Fourth Proposal related with Integral Education Centre:  

Integral Education Centres in Orissa have grown (or are to grow) within the 

strong ascetic atmosphere till Spiritual environment is restored and development 

of concentration, samyama, is recognised as its central motive. They must keep the 

hope alive to transform them as the best institutions of the world where Spirit can 

be reconciled with Matter. The students are made aware primarily of a sattwic 

education or ideal mental education and secondarily of Spiritual education from 

very beginning by accepting and entering The Mother book as principal book of 

awareness supported and subordinated by Durga Stotra, Kara Kahani, On 

Education and ‗Prayers and Meditations’ book and repetition of Mantra/Japa, 

which will be able to substitute the necessity of strong Spiritual Influence. Their 

Subconscient domains are enriched by the vibration of the Divine Mother by all 

possible means of physical, vital and mental education. They are made aware 

through the first chapter of The Mother book that those who develop the capacity 

to discern truth from falsehood are fit to lead a higher Spiritual life and by the 

miraculous touch of Divine Shakti, they can open towards new capacities of 

mental creation, new provinces of Knowledge, the power of artistic creation and 

genius of literary expression. As the children are growing Souls and are having 

plasticity towards change, so they are the centre of unending Joy and Laughter and 

experience of perennial youth. Care must be taken to see that before leaving the 

school, the students must be well informed about all the nooks and corners and 

catholicity of integral Education. 

 

The Mother gave considerable importance to physical education as with the 

descent of supreme Consciousness a new lovelier, beautiful and illumined body is 

formed. In this Yoga and Education Matter is identified as the station of whole of 

the concealed Godhead and the base of perfection. Through this education Matter 

finds victorious and infinite happiness, awareness of an infinite Consciousness, 

knowledge, power, largeness, immortal existence and a perfectly Divine manhood. 

This education will lead one towards the discovery of the true physical being, 

annamaya Purusha, and subtle physical sheath, annamaya Kosha and a union 

between them will lead towards increase of Self-concentration, samyama and Self-

expansion, prakasha. 

 

This paper further proposes that in order to keep the education centres free 

from invasion of modern perversity the rich Indian Spiritual tradition and culture 

are to be adhered. This will fulfil Sri Aurobindo’s vision of great respect for His 

Motherland and Sanatana Dharma. The education in Odia, Sanskrit and English 

language must be enriched by inclusion of French language. It will bring 

completeness of their love, adoration and equal acceptance of The Mother and Sri 

Aurobindo. To accept Them equally and totally can defeat many unconquerable 

falsehood, ignorance and tamas from individual and collective life.    
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There exists a relation between French and Indian Language. ―Tu‖ is a 

singular and informal form of ‗vous‘ (you) in French. In both Odia/Hindi and 

French language ‗tu‘ (you) (in Odia script ‘ତୁ’ ) is used to younger friends, family 

members and children. If it is used to any stranger and elderly person then it 

signals disrespect towards them. In the ‗Prayers and Meditations‘ book The 

Mother has often used this word ‗Tu‘ (Thou) while relating Her relation with the 

Supreme. This indicates that Her relation with the Divine is too personal and 

intimate rather than respectable. Sri Aurobindo defines
88

 that for a Sadhaka of 

integral Yoga Divine is both intimate and respectable. We can enter intimate 

relation with the Divine as Mother, Friend, Lover, Child (God), Playmate and 

respect Him as Guru, Father and Master. 

 

Why we cannot dispense with the French language is that the Supreme 

knowledge descended to the Mother from Her childhood till to the last days in 

Pondicherry was in French and Sri Aurobindo’s literary perfection in English was 

guided by French syntax. In His book ‘The Mother’ the introduction of prefix 

‗The‘ before the Mother‘s name is an application of French grammar (La Mère) to 

mark respect towards manifestation of Spiritual Mother. This rule He did not 

follow in the book Savitri, (its French translation is La Savitri) because here the 

Divine Mother is represented as symbol of intimacy, (not respect) and She is to be 

discovered in our heart centre as Supramentalised Psychic Mother. From the above 

two books we become aware that the Mother is both respectable and intimate and 

we have to realise her first as impersonal Mother and secondly as personal 

embodiment of Her Divinity.    

 

The Fifth proposal of meeting extreme adversity:   

To accept and confront with extreme adversity is the symbol of right living 

and to recoil from it is the symbol of wrong living. Activation of Subliminal, 

Psychic, Spiritual and Supramental Energy/Love have the capacity to meet world 

Falsehood, Ignorance, Suffering and Death and the energy generated from Reason, 

Intellect, human association, emotion and love are incapable of handling of world 

negations. Savitri book deals with four extreme sorrows that depresses the human 

consciousness and leads towards general human fall and Spiritual fall. 

 

The first extreme sorrow in the life of a man is to face his own untimely 

accidental death, apamrityu. Savitri book proposes that neither the Guru in the 

form of King Ashwapati, nor the God in the form of Narad can change Savitri’s 

destiny; it is only her Psychic being, which is identified as ‗greater God‘
85

 can 

alone save Satyavan, humanity and herself. This indicates that each individual 

seeking Soul must find his Psychic Being in the heart ‗and when the soul 

(Psychic Being) and self (Spiritual Being) emerges, when we become 

consciously spiritual beings, that change can cancel or wholly remodel the 
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graph of our physical fate.‘
115

 He must be aware of the long debate between 

Savitri and Death related with indivisible Divine Love and divisible human love 

and by rejecting the latter he can escape from the clutch of Death and enter the 

jurisdiction of willed death, Iccha Mrityu of the Psychic and Spiritual existence. 

Spiritual life further proposes that if a seeker of Truth dies after fulfilling his 

Soul‘s mission then no sorrow can touch him and he can leave the body in extreme 

Ananda. For him the Mantra of secured life is, ―Only were safe who kept God in 

their hearts‖
106 

or ―The soul is the watchful builder of its fate.‖
119 

 

The second extreme sorrow and emotional imbalance of ordinary earth-

bound life is the experience of orphan-hood and the absence of parental love and 

care cripples his surface life and its growth. This deficiency is transcended in the 

Spiritual life when a seeker of Truth evolves as twice-born Soul, dvija, and he 

must shift dependency from temporary human parents to Divine‘s eternal 

parenthood and the Divine fulfils his orphan deficiency by deputing a potential 

Spiritual fosterer. His Mantra of secured life is, ―The soul that can live alone with 

itself meets God‖
107 

or ―A captive Life wedded her conqueror.‖
107

  

 

For dealing with the third extreme sorrow one must be aware of human 

love that invites initially ‗sweet secretion of the erotic glands‘
70

 and finally 

widowhood which is defined as ‗Leave then thy dead (Husband), O Savitri, and 

live.‘
72

 (A similar awareness is hinted in the Gita that certain is death for the born 

and certain is rebirth for the dead)  This symbol of divided life and extreme sorrow 

can be transformed in Spiritual life into dynamic Divine Bliss which will not 

permit any division of Consciousness in human relation. Or Savitri’s first 

opposition against death is ‗Death’s grip can break our bodies, not out souls;‘
101

 

and the second justification against death is ―I (Savitri) have loved too the body of 

my God (Satyavan)‘
99

 and to live with ‗him in his earthly form‘
99 

is as important 

as living united with his Spiritual Being. Thus, in Savitri the later Vedantic 

realisation of Spirit‘s immortality is reconciled with the ancient Vedantic pursuit 

of physical immortality.  Nowhere Sri Aurobindo used the word ‗widow‘ in His 

epic Savitri, though the whole Spiritual adventure is concentrated on resolving this 

single symbolic issue; rather this word of curse is transformed into the status of 

‗golden virgin‘
84

 and ‗eternal bride of eternal bridegroom.‘
71

 This also suggests 

about a strong subtle physical contact and union which is more real and more 

nourishing than the physical contact and this relation continues after the death of 

the Lover. A strong and pure subtle physical existence is an intermediate solution 

and prelude to physical immortality and permanent solution. Similarly 

Vyasadeva’s Savitri gives this clear ethical message to the ordinary earth-bound 

Souls that if a woman‘s one and only attraction and object of adoration and faith is 

her husband, a representative symbol and instrument of Truth and ‗only lord,‘ then 

the divisible consciousness of widowhood cannot touch her. Or if many 

branching desires of a woman (or man) is substituted by one pointed devotion and 
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concentration or as indicated in Savitri, ‗Her (Savitri’s) consciousness grew aware 

of him (Paramatma Satyavan) alone,‘
68

 then she (or he) is absolutely free from the 

fear and danger of widowhood. This single-mindedness is further defined in 

Savitri as, ‗Her aim, joy, origin, Satyavan alone.‘
91

 Spiritual life does not 

recognise the widowhood of Soul and higher Nature and the devotee‘s relation 

with the Divine or the disciple‘s relation with the Guru demands similar sincerity, 

faithfulness and single minded concentration to reconcile Spirit with Matter. The 

Mantra of his secured inner existence replacing unsecured outer life  is, ‗A subtle 

link of union joins all life‘
67 

and she (or he) as pure vessel shows interest in 

building, densifying and universalising the subtle body which takes place by equal 

interference of Subconscient and Superconscient energy. 

 

The fourth extreme sorrow or oblivion is experienced while one attempts to 

pursue a life of special type, here identified as integral Yoga in some Spiritual 

retreat known as Ashram. In this Yoga (1) Para-prakriti is identified as bride and 

Paramatma is identified as bridegroom who dwell in our heart centre and (2) 

Matter is identified as bride
105

 and Spirit is identified as bridegroom. The escapist 

Spirituality of moderate Ashramites and later Vedantic integral Sadhakas cannot 

reconcile their relation of (1) indwelling Paramatma with Paraprakriti in the heart 

centre and (2) Para-prakriti‘s (dynamic Spirit) relation with Apara-prakriti (static 

Matter) and hence this relation between Spirit and Matter ‗appear as irreconcilable 

opponents bound together in an unhappy wedlock and their divorce the one 

reasonable solution.‘
116

 The solution of this separative identity is to quickly (or in 

the long run) evolve beyond moderate and Ascetic Spirituality to emerge as 

ancient Vedantic integral Sadhaka and he can reconcile perfectly his relation of 

imperfect Matter with perfect Spirit and emerges fulfilled and victorious on earth. 

The first Mantra of his secured Spiritual life is to hold together the dual Godhead 

or ‗Now has strong desire seized all my (Para-prakriti Savitri) heart To go with 

(Paramatma) Satyavan holding his hand Into the life that he has loved and 

touch.‘
121

 The second Mantra of his secured Spiritual life is to call down the Spirit 

into material existence or ‗He (Paramatma) who shall walk until thy body‘s 

(Apara-prakriti) end.‘
118

 The above two Spiritual experiences of a Sadhaka is 

preceded with other two Spiritual experiences of Soul‘s  (Jivatma) union with the 

Divine (Paramatma) and universalisation of Consciousness or Jivatma’s union 

with Para-prakriti.   

 

Since a Spiritual man lives one with all existence, so in his universalised 

consciousness all the above four extreme sorrows are reconciled and he works out 

their interim solution in this life and permanent solution in all life. 

 

The Sixth Proposal of Sri Babaji Maharaj‟s unfinished Karma Yoga: 

In the ordinary world, if number of widows multiply due to war or other 

calamities then it creates social imbalance and as the Gita confirms ‗the women of 
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the family become corrupt‘
111 

and from this corruption illegal children, varna 

shankara, are born. Similarly a Spiritual community cannot afford to grow if the 

unfit (to pursue Yoga) Souls will occupy a large space of the collective living. The 

Gita identifies these inferior Souls as (1) women, those who are unwilling to 

renounce earthly enjoyments, known as striyah, (2) proletariat, working class 

modern commercial men those who lead ‗a stable comfortable mechanised social 

living,‘
120

 preoccupied more and more with enjoyments of transient and short-

lived nature, known as Shudra,
123

 and (3) wealthy men, leading a luxurious and 

spendthrift life, known as Vaisya. Spiritual life cannot ban their entry but they 

diminish the whole consciousness of the collective living. Sri Babaji Maharaj’s 

sincere effort to gather together and unite above three types of Souls cannot go in 

vain. The transformation of desire driven traditional Shudra into Shudra Soul 

force of service and consecration, transformation of desire driven traditional 

Vaisya into Vaisya Soul force of opulence, mutuality, delight and beauty and 

transformation of desire driven feminine energy, apara-prakriti into feminine 

Vibhuti, para-Shakti are indispensable aid to the collective Spiritual living. Those 

whose frontal surface nature is dominated by Courage and self-less Love, known 

as Kshetriya Soul Force and frontal Nature dominated by Truth and Wisdom, 

known as Brahmin Soul Force are recognised as superior human beings and are fit 

for collective Spiritual life. To reconcile the Soul force of integral Shudra, integral 

Vaisya, integral Kshetriya and integral Brahmin in the individual and collective 

life is the vision which alone can satisfy Sri Babaji Maharaj’s unfinished Divine 

action.      

 

An Integral Shudra is not satisfied with his exclusive liberation, lonely 

freedom and solitary joy and asks the Divine Mother‘s Light, Peace and Perfection 

for earth and men. He calls down her persistent, flawless and integral action, 

efficient technical knowledge, competent administrative skill, Truth of order, close 

and profound intimate knowledge, power of silence and quiet and exact perfection 

in all things. A vast surrender or wide self-giving is his only source of strength to 

confront Time and Space. While accepting all works of life, he is able to transform 

even the smallest and meanest work into glad and glorious golden sacrifice; a 

higher knowledge is applied to all the activities of existence to lift all common 

ordinary work into strange Divinity and in every simplest movement of will, 

action and thought he fills the Divine Presence and can bring her Divine oneness. 

His object in Arts and Crafts is not mere mental, vital and aesthetic gratification 

but to adore and manifest the Divine Artist everywhere. His aim and object in 

Science and Technology is not mechanical and mental manipulation of the 

energies and opulence of Nature but to enter into the processes and workings of 

the faultless Divine mysteries. He must remember that he carries within him a 

fragment of integral Godhead and its total revelation in his bodily life is the 

inevitable consequence of his integral faith. 
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An Integral Vaisya calls down the Divine Mother‘s deep, secret, vivid, 

wonderful and fine rhythm of beauty, healing touch of love, truth and delight, 

alchemist energy, sunlit sweetness and harmony, her intricate and subtle opulence, 

compelling attraction of beatitude, bound all the decreed Souls with her golden tie 

and captivating magic Grace. He does all action in the love of Divine and in love 

of the world and transforms all transient earthly emotional human relation into joy 

of the All-Loving, the All-Blissful and the All-Beautiful. 

 

An Integral Kshatriya casts his transparent Soul upon the Divine Mother‘s 

lap and calls down her sweet Presence of violent loving heart, intolerant flame, 

splendid strength, irresistible white passion of her mighty Force. She leads his 

small beginning of Sadhana towards a mighty end, initially through slow mental 

evolution and finally towards complete enjoyment, possession and transformation 

of Nature of Divine Soul through swift Spiritual evolution; fulfils Ananda with its 

most absolute intensities, drags knowledge towards conquering glories and 

shortens the long way of perfection. He reconciles the gentle soul of Love with the 

formidable need of Power; fuses the Soul‘s passive nature that lives satisfied with 

transcendent calm with perfect activity of Divine worker and warrior.  He shall 

possess God‘s infinite Wisdom and king Idea what the dwarf mind cannot imagine 

and shall open God‘s door what the heart of the mortal cannot dare. 

 

An Integral Brahmin calls down the Divine Mother‘s swift invasion of 

mightier Light, calm wideness, Truth of eternity, blaze of comprehensive wisdom, 

inevitable Word, tranquil benignity, sovereign and surpassing majesty and all 

ruling greatness to life‘s closed and obscure room and transforms all triple lower 

mechanical energies of sattwa, rajas and tamas into energies of illumined Seer 

and subsequently to Supramental Nature. 
 
Not by rejecting life and action but by 

accepting and uplifting them he will realise the supreme Self in his own being and 

subsequently in all-beings and transforms all mundane knowledge in to activities 

of self-existent infinite Divine Consciousness. Thus God-Knowledge and World-

Knowledge become two sides of one Transcendent seeking.         

 

The Seventh Proposal of emergence of Spiritual men: 

  By the pressure of first evolutionary Spiritual urge of Self-concentration, a 

mental man emerges as Spiritual man with discovery of his Spiritual Self and 

dynamic Shakti. A  Spiritual man is equal Souled to all things and he lives with the 

sense of oneness with all creatures. He needs nothing external for completeness of 

his Spiritual existence. His approach towards God is primarily Impersonal
41

 and 

secondarily adoration of personal aspect of monotheistic and polytheistic Deities. 

His objective is primarily realisation of the eternal and immutable Self and 

secondarily to establish a true relation between eternal Self and the mutable 

existence. In him the Spirit is revealed but Nature has not experienced integral 

transformation. He realises Divine primarily as fundamental Being of highest state 
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of Turiya and secondarily as effectual becoming of sleep Self, dream Self and 

waking Self. For him Divine is primarily ineffable, unmanifest and secondarily as 

His manifestation of infinite being, consciousness and bliss embracing the 

universe and its play. He moves primarily in essential, universal, eternal and 

comprehensive Truth of Being, infinite Power of being, infinite Delight of Being 

and secondarily with finite aspect of applications, sequences, harmonies and the 

potentialities of the truths of Being. He experiences time primarily as continuity of 

manifestation from past successive lives to future forthcoming lives, is aware of 

Timeless being, Eternal‘s manifestation in time through successive many planes of 

Consciousness and secondarily as concentration on the limitation of present time 

of succession of moments and pragmatic surface reality. His vision of things is 

primarily a derivative of Omniscience, a vision from above the head, from within 

the heart and from Occult subliminal plane and secondarily the discord of present 

external facts, phenomena and appearance. His will and action is primarily a 

derivative of Omnipotence, action from dominating height of Divine Will with 

longer movement in time and large range of potencies and secondarily a personal 

will and action from three modes of Nature. His Consciousness moves primarily in 

between Kshara and Akshara Purusha or in between Psychic and Spiritual Being 

and secondarily in between tamas, rajas and sattwa.  He lives primarily in the 

freedom of the universal, Transcendence and in God in all beings and things and 

secondarily shuts himself in limiting ego, mind‘s abstractions and intellectual 

constructions. His mind, life and body lives primarily in the infinity of the Spirit 

with their right value, place and purpose and secondarily accepts and records their 

limitation. He primarily ceases to judge other men and things by their outward 

appearance and delivers himself and others from any hostile and contradictory 

ideas and emotions; for he sees, seeks and finds the Soul everywhere and all other 

inferior relations are of secondary importance and are not having any absolute 

values in them. He does good of all creatures primarily by becoming ‗a centre of 

radiating power,‘
95

 reversal of Consciousness and extension of his Spiritual 

realisation and secondarily by becoming an example and diminutive psycho-

physical instructor. He lives alone with the Divine in the fortress of the Self within 

and his outer life must be sealed against the vibration and influence of the 

surrounding world through some secured Spiritual Fortress without. Again for a 

Spiritual movement dependency will be more on the subtle action than any 

external machinery or formula of external being and few can spread and expand 

Consciousness without the support of outward means. So he must station himself 

within a strong fence of protection and infrastructure of collective living and 

‗cannot be deceived (by the surrounding world) and cannot make a mistake.‘
95

 Sri 

Babaji Maharaj’s work prepared this base for all future Spiritual revolution. 

Integral Yoga asks strong Spiritual Being to be subordinated by strong Mental 

Being and all primary Spiritual faculties and secondary mental faculties suffer 

equal Divine transformation by invasion of dynamic Spirit into kingdom of mind, 

life and body. A Spiritual man‘s evolution is decreed towards evolution of Gnostic 
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Soul where even the widest mental Spirituality of one-sided, exclusive and 

imperfect power of self-expression of life is transcended. A Gnostic Soul 

experiences a complete, radical and integral transformation which establishes a 

secure and settled new principle, new creation and a permanent new order of 

Being and Nature.  

OM TAT SAT 
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6: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-41, 

7: ―On the whole, for an integral Yoga the special methods of Rajayoga and 

Hathayoga may be useful at times in certain stages of the progress, but are not 

indispensable. It is true that their principal aims must be included in the 

integrality of the Yoga; but they can be brought about by other means. For the 

methods of the integral Yoga must be mainly spiritual, and dependence on 

physical methods or fixed psychic or psycho-physical processes on a large scale 

would be the substitution of a lower for a higher action.‖ CWSA/23/The 

Synthesis of Yoga-542, 

8: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-529-30, 

9: ―In Yoga (1) we have to travel beyond the physical nature and the superficial 

man and (2) to discover the workings of the whole nature of the real man. In other 

words (2) we must arrive at and use a psycho-physical knowledge (for example 

Japa) with (1) a spiritual foundation.‖ CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-624, 

10: The Gita-6.35, 

11: ―Another untoward result or peril of the diffusive movement and the 

consequent invasion has been the intellectual formalisation of spiritual knowledge 

into dogma and the materialisation of living practice into a dead mass of cult and 

ceremony and ritual, a mechanisation by which the spirit was bound to depart in 

course of time from the body of the religion. But this risk had to be taken, for the 

expansive movement was an inherent necessity of the spiritual urge in 

evolutionary Nature.‖ CWSA/22/The Life Divine-903,  

12: ―Sri Aurobindo had already realised in full two of the four great realisations on 

which his Yoga and his spiritual philosophy are founded. 

(1) The first he had gained while meditating with the Maharastrian Yogi Vishnu 

Bhaskar Lele at Boroda in 1908; it was the realisation of the silent spaceless and 
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timeless Brahman gained after a complete and abiding stillness of the whole 

consciousness and attended at first by an overwhelming feeling and perception of 

the total unreality of the world, though this feeling was disappeared after his (2) 

second realisation which was that of the cosmic consciousness and of the Divine 

as all beings and all that is, which happened in the Alipore jail and of which he has 

spoken in his speech at Uttarapara. To the other two realisations, (3) that of the 

supreme Reality with the static and dynamic Brahman as its two aspects and  (4) 

that of the higher planes of consciousness leading to the Supermind he was already 

on his way in his meditations in the Alipore jail.‖ SABCL/Vol-26/On Himself-p-

64, 

13: ―To the Mayavadin the highest or rather the only real truth of being is the 

impassive, impersonal, self-aware Absolute and therefore to grow into an 

impassive calm, impersonality and pure self-awareness of spirit is his idea of 

perfection and a rejection of cosmic and individual being (Spiritual and Psychic 

Being) and a settling into silent self-knowledge is his way.‖ CWSA/24/The 

Synthesis of Yoga-691, 

14: CWSA-24/The Synthesis of Yoga/550-51, 

15: The Mother‘s Agenda-4/131, 

16: ―Fabulous experiences. A gold Krishna came. During the Darshan I was gone, 

perhaps everywhere: no more physical centre! Annul oneself so that the 

Supreme Lord may be.‖ The Mother‘s Agenda-1/358-59, 

17: The Mother‘s Agenda-4/110-111, 

18: ―Consent to be nothing and none, dissolve Time‘s work, 

        Cast off thy mind, step back from form and name. 

        Annul thyself that only God may be.‖ Savitri-538, The Mother‘s Agenda-

6/273, 

19: Savitri-497, 333, 

20: Savitri-535,  

21: Savitri-545,  

22: Savitri-536, 

23: Savitri-705,  

24: ―But worship is only the first step on the path of (Integral Bhakti Yoga) 

devotion. Where external worship changes into the inner adoration, real Bhakti 

begins; that deepens into the intensity of divine love; that love leads to the joy of 

closeness passes into the bliss of union. Love too as well as knowledge brings us 

to a highest oneness and it gives to that oneness its greatest possible depth and 

intensity.‖ CWSA-24/The Synthesis of Yoga-549, ―One who truly follows the 

path given by Sri Aurobindo, as soon as he begins (beginners of integral Yoga) to 

have the experience of this path, will find it impossible to confine his 

consciousness to the worship of any god or goddess or even of all of them 

together.‖ 26 September 1969, The Mother‘s Centenary Works (second 

edition)/10/254, 

25: CWSA/22/The Life Divine-1104, 
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26: ―In all godheads we have to see this one God whom we worship with our 

heart and all our being; they are forms of his divinity. So enlarging our 

spiritual embrace we reach a point at which all is he and the delight of this 

consciousness becomes to us our normal uninterrupted way of looking at the 

world. That brings us the outward or objective universality of our union with 

him.‖ CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-601-02, ―On the contrary, the sadhaka of 

integral Yoga will not be satisfied until he has included all other names and 

forms of Deity in his own conception, seen his own Ishta Devata in all others, 

unified all Avatars in the unity of Him who descends in the Avatar, welded the 

truth in all teachings into the harmony of the Eternal Wisdom.‖ CWSA/23/The 

Synthesis of Yoga-66, 

27: ―Because everything is that One, there must be this endless variety in the 

human approach to its possession; it was necessary that man should find God thus 

variously in order that he might come to know Him entirely.‖ CWSA-22/The Life 

Divine/728, 

28: The Gita-8-16, 

29: ―The Blessed Lord said: Many are My lives that are past, and thine also, O 

Arjuna; all of them I know, but thou knowest not, O scourge of the foe.‖ The Gita-

4.5, ―I know all the past and all the present and the future existences, O Arjuna, 

but Me none knows.‖ The Gita-7.26, 

30: ―We are ignorant of our eternal becoming in Time; we take this little life in a 

small span of Time, in a petty field of Space, for our beginning, our middle and 

our end, — that is the fourth, the temporal ignorance.‖ CWSA-22/The Life 

Divine-681 

31: ―There are two who are unfit for greatness and freedom, the man who has 

never been a slave to another and the nation that has never been under the yoke of 

foreigners.‖
 
SABCL-17/The Hour of God/115, 

32: ―After I knew that God was a woman, I learned something from far-off about 

love; but it was only when I became a woman and served my Master and 

Paramour that I knew love utterly.‖ SABCL/17/The Hour of God/129, 

33: ―If thou canst not be the slave of all mankind, thou art not fit to be its 

master…‖ ―To be the master of the world would indeed be supreme felicity, if one 

were universally loved; but for that one would have to be at the same time the 

slave of all humanity.‖
 
SABCL-17/The hour of God/95,142 or The Mother‘s 

Agenda-4/294, 

34: ―I would myself say that no man can be spiritually complete if he cannot live 

ascetically or follow a life as bare as the barest anchorites‖ SABCL-26/On 

Himself/130, 

35: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-30, 

36: CWSA-21/The Life Divine-27, 

37: ―Even the monotheist who worships a formless Godhead, yet gives to him 

some form of quality, some mental form or form of Nature by which he envisages 

and approaches him. But to be able to see a living form, a mental body, as it were, 
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of the Divine gives to the approach a greater closeness and sweetness.‖ 

CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-601,  

38: Savitri-19, 

39: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-392, 

40: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-333, ―Ascetic methods are things like 

repeated fasting, compelling yourself to endure the cold...in fact, to torture your 

body a little. This indeed gives you only a spiritual pride, nothing more. It masters 

nothing at all. It is infinitely easier. People do it because it is very easy, it is 

simple. Just because the pride is quite satisfied and the vanity can get puffed up, it 

becomes very easy. One makes a great demonstration of his ascetic virtues, and so 

considers himself an extremely important personage, that helps him to endure 

many things.‖ The Mother/CWM/6/428-429,    

41: ―The Divinity mentioned by Sri Aurobindo is NOT A PERSON, but a 

condition to be shared and lived by all those who prepare themselves for it.‖ The 

Mother‘s Agenda- date 04.05.1967, ―Impersonality is a denial of limitation and 

division, and the cult of impersonality is a natural condition of true being, an 

indispensable preliminary of true knowledge and therefore a first requisite of true 

action. It is very clear that we cannot become one self with all or one with the 

universal Spirit and his vast self-knowledge, his complex will and his widespread 

world-purpose by insisting on our limited personality of ego; for that divides us 

from others and it makes us bound and self-centred in our view and in our will to 

action.‖ CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-532, ―To lose ego and be this impersonal 

self, to become this impersonal Brahman in our consciousness is therefore the first 

movement of this Yoga.‖ CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-533, 

42: ―For we were man and woman from the first,‖ Savitri-614, 

43: CWSA-24/The Synthesis of Yoga-767, 

44: ―Having attained to the worlds of righteous and having dwelt there for 

immemorial years, he who has fallen from Yoga is again born in the house of the 

pure and glorious.‖ The Gita-6.41, 

45: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-381-82, 

46: ―The integral Yoga of knowledge demands instead a divine return upon world-

existence and its first step must be to realise the Self as the All, sarvam brahma.‖ 

CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-401, 

47: SABCL/17/The Hour of God-112, 

48: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-503, 

49: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-444, 

50: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-503, 

51: CWSA-24/The Synthesis of Yoga-586, 

52: CWSA-24/The Synthesis of Yoga-602, 

53: The Gita-6.44, 

54: Savitri-365, 

55: ―The action of three Gunas is the subject matter of the Veda (Prakriti Yajna); 

but do thou, O Arjuna, become free from the triple Guna (by Purusha Yajna), 
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without the dualities, ever based in the true being, without getting or having, 

possessed of Self.‖ The Gita-2.45, 

56: ―Therefore with the pronunciation of OM (Japa) the acts of sacrifice, giving 

and askesis as laid down in the rules are always commenced by the knowers of the 

Brahman.‖ The Gita-17.24, ―All the doors of the senses closed, the mind shut in 

into the heart, the life force taken up out of its diffused movement into the head, 

the intelligence concentrated in the utterance of sacred syllable OM (Japa) and its 

conceptive thought in the remembrance of the supreme Godhead, he who goes 

forth, abandoning the body, he attains to the highest status.‖ The Gita-8.12, 13, 

57: ―They who desire the fulfilment of the fruit of their works, siddhi, on earth 

sacrifice to Gods because by that sacrificial work without knowledge one gets easy 

and swift result.‖ (The Divine self-fulfilment by sacrifice with Knowledge of the 

supreme Godhead is very difficult to attain; its result belongs to higher planes of 

existence and they are less easily grasped.) The Gita-4.12. 

58: The Gita-6.45, 

59: The Gita-6.45/7.19, 

60: ―If a man of very evil conduct turns to Me with a sole and entire love then 

swiftly he becomes a Soul of righteousness and obtains eternal peace. This is My 

word of promise.‖ The Gita-9.30/9.31, 

61: ―Why do men cling to a religion? Religions are based on creeds which are 

spiritual experiences brought down to a level where they become more easy to 

grasp, but at the cost of their integral purity and truth. The time of religions is 

over. We have entered the age of universal spirituality, of spiritual experience in 

its initial purity.‖ The Mother‘s Agenda/14
th

 October-1964, 

62: The Gita-9.30 to 32, 

63: The Gita-13.26, 

64: CWSA-24/The Synthesis of Yoga-559, 

65: The Mother‘s Agenda/7/265, 

66: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-23, 

67: Savitri-110, 

68: Savitri-410, 

69: CWSA-23/The Synthesis of Yoga-162, 

70: Savitri-618, 

71: ―The eternal bridegroom and eternal bride.‖ Savitri-638, ―The eternal 

bridegroom of the eternal bride.‖ Savitri-666,  

72: Savitri-656, 

73: The Mother‘s Agenda-12/109, 

74: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-5, 

75: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-8, 

76: CWSA.22/The Life Divine-1107, 

77: The Mother-4, 

78: The Mother-1, 

79: ―Give me back Satyavan, my only lord.‖ Savitri-637 
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80: ―My love eternal sits throned on God‘s calm;‖ Savitri-633, 

―And one god sits there throned. Advance, O Death,‖ Savitri-614 

81: “The best thing is for them to translate for themselves. That‟s the best 

way of reading; when you really want to understand a book, you should translate 

it.” The Mother‟s Agenda-5/151, “In fact, if we wanted to be really good, we 

would try to translate the whole of Savitri, wouldn‟t we? What we are doing 

now with the end [book-X], we would do with all the rest. There is a part I 

tried to translate all alone, but it would be fun to do it together. We could try. 

Not for publication! Because there is immediately a debasing: everything that 

is published is debased, otherwise people don‟t understand. We would do it 

for ourselves.” The Mother‟s Agenda-6/237, 

82: “An integral and synthetic Yoga…embraces the knowledge received from 

the past, it seeks to organise anew for the present and the future. An absolute 

liberty of experience and of the restatement of knowledge in new terms and 

combinations is the condition of its self-formation.” CWSA-23/The Synthesis 

of Yoga-56, 

83: The Gita-6.44, 

84: CWSA/34/Savitri-384, 

85: ―Then meet a greater god, thy self beyond Time.‖ Savitri-375, 

86: ―Polytheistic religions, less exalted perhaps, but wider and more sensitive in 

their response to cosmic life, have felt that all in the cosmos has a divine origin; 

therefore they conceived of the existence of many divine personalities with a 

vague sense of an indefinable Divine behind, whose relations with the personal 

gods were not very clearly conceived. And in their more exoteric forms these gods 

were crudely anthropomorphic; but where the inner sense of spiritual things 

became clearer, the various godheads assumed the appearance of personalities of 

the one Divine, — that is the declared point of view of the ancient Veda. This 

Divine might be a supreme Being who manifests himself in various divine 

personalities or an impersonal existence which meets the human mind in these 

forms; or both views might be held simultaneously without any intellectual 

attempt to reconcile them, since both were felt to be true to spiritual 

experience.‖ CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-583, 

87: ―There is another direction in which the ordinary practice of Yoga arrives at a 

helpful but narrowing simplification which is denied to the sadhaka of the 

integral aim.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-74, 

88: ―From the beginning even it is possible to have this closest relation of the 

lover and beloved, but it will not be as exclusive for the integral Yogin as for 

certain purely ecstatic ways of Bhakti. It will from the beginning take into itself 

something of the hues of the other relations, since he follows too knowledge and 

works and has need of the Divine as teacher, friend and master.‖ CWSA-24/The 

Synthesis of Yoga-604, 
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89: ―If thou art unable even to seek by practice of Yoga, then be it thy supreme 

aim to do My work; doing all actions for My sake, thou shalt attain perfection.‖ 

The Gita-12.10,   

90: ―Desiring me (Savitri) since first the world began... 

         For only one heart beats within my breast 

         And one god sits there throned.‖ Savitri-614, 

91: Savitri-579, 

92: The Mother‘s Centenary Works/8/121, 

93: ―The spirit‘s simplicity alone is left,‖ Savitri-106 

 ―In a simple purity of emptiness 

Her mind knelt down before the unknowable.‖ Savitri-522 

94: The Mother‘s Centenary Works (second edition)/9/374, 

95: The Mother‘s Centenary Works (second edition)/9/415-416, 

96: ―Many times in his writings, particularly in The Synthesis of Yoga, Sri 

Aurobindo warns us against the imaginings of those who believe they can do 

sadhana without rigorous self-control and who heed all sorts of inspirations, 

which lead them to a dangerous imbalance where all their repressed, hidden, secret 

desires come out into the open under the pretence of liberation from ordinary 

conventions and ordinary reason.‖ The Mother‘s Centenary Works (second 

edition)/10/15, 

97: Savitri-715, 

98: The Gita-3.20, 3.25, 

99: Savitri-649, 

100: CWSA/21/The Life Divine-422, 

101: Savitri-432, 

102: The Mother‘s Agenda-January 7, 1961, 

103: ―It‘s an almost physical discipline. Moreover, I have seen that the japa has an 

organizing effect on the subconscient, on the inconscient, on matter, on the body‘s 

cells – it takes time, but by persistently repeating it, in the long run it has an effect. 

It is the same principle as doing daily exercises on the piano, for example. You 

keep mechanically repeating them, and in the end your hands are filled with 

consciousness – it fills the body with consciousness.‖ The Mother‘s Agenda-

September 20, 1960, 

104: ―There is a plan in the Mother‘s deep world-whim,  

A purpose in her vast and random game. 

This ever she meant since the first dawn of life,‖ Savitri-72, 

105: ―And Matter is the Spirit‘s willing bride‘ Savitri-538, (Fourth marriage of a 

Spiritual man) 

‗Matter and spirit mingled and were one.‘ Savitri-232, (Fourth marriage of a 

Spiritual man) 

―A mystery of married Earth (Matter) and Heaven (dynamic Spirit) 

Annexed divinity to the mortal scheme.‖ Savitri-25, (fourth marriage of a Spiritual 

man) 
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―It (Infinity) marries the earth to screened eternities.‖ Savitri-98, (fourth marriage 

of a Spiritual man) 

106: Savitri-211, 

107: Savitri-460, Savitri-125, 

108: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-203, 

109: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-187, 

110: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-77, 

111: CWSA/19/The Essays on the Gita-210, 

112: CWSA/21/The Life Divine-284, 

113: CWSA/21/The Life Divine-315, 

114: ―The material touches which cause heat and cold, happiness and pain, things 

transient which come and go, these learn to endure. For the man whom these do 

not trouble nor pain, the firm and wise who is equal in pleasure and suffering, 

makes himself apt for immortality.‖ CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-196 ―Whoever 

is subject to grief and sorrow, a slave to the sensations and emotions, occupied by 

the touches of things transient cannot become fit for immortality.‖ 

CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-62, 

115: CWSA/22/The Life Divine-840-41, 

116: CWSA/21/The Life Divine-9, 

117: CWSA/21/The Life Divine-648, 

118: Savitri-374, 

119: Savitri-184, 

120: CWSA/22/The Life Divine-1089, 

121: Savitri-562, 

122: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-73, 

123: ―The ancients held that all men are born in their lower nature as Shudras and 

only regenerated by ethical and spiritual culture, but in their highest inner self are 

Brahmanas capable of the full spirit and godhead, a theory which is not far 

perhaps from the psychological truth of our nature.‖ CWSA/23/The Synthesis of 

Yoga-747, ―And in any society we should have all four types, — even, for an 

example, if we create a purely productive and commercial society such as modern 

times have attempted, or for that matter a Shudra society of labour, of the 

proletariate such as attracts the most modern mind and is now being attempted in 

one part of Europe and advocated in others.‖ CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-523 
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